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Abstract

Purpose: ZD1839 is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) that has shown clinical activity against EGFR-expressing tumors. Our aim was to explore the effects of ZD1839 in breast cancer cell lines expressing different levels of EGFR and the closely related HER2 receptor.

Experimental Design: We studied the growth-inhibitory effects of ZD1839 in a series of breast carcinoma cell lines. In HER2-overexpressing BT-474 breast cancer cells, we studied the effects of ZD1839 on cell growth and heterodimerization of receptors under basal and ligand-stimulated conditions.

Results: ZD1839 was an equally potent inhibitor of growth in breast cancer cells expressing high levels of EGFR and HER2. In BT-474 breast cancer cells, ZD1839 abolished EGFR- and herengulin-induced activation of ErbB receptors and downstream signaling molecules. Because ZD1839 does not inhibit the HER2 tyrosine kinase in vitro, and because herengulin is a ligand that activates HER2 by binding to HER3 and HER4 but does not bind to the EGFR, our findings suggest that ZD1839 interfered with HER2 function in intact cells. Searching for mechanisms, we report that ZD1839 induces the formation of inactive unphosphorylated EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimers. Furthermore, ZD1839 completely abolishes basal and herengulin-induced formation of active phosphorylated HER2/HER3 heterodimers.

Conclusions: ZD1839 inhibits the growth of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells, possibly by sequestration of HER2 and HER3 receptors in an inactive heterodimer configuration with the EGFR. Our findings suggest that there is a strong rationale to conduct clinical trials of ZD1839 in patients with HER2-overexpressing breast tumors.

Introduction

The ErbB family of receptors (also known as type I receptor TKs) plays a major role in promoting breast cancer cell proliferation and malignant growth (1). This receptor family is comprised of four homologous receptors: (a) the EGFR (ErbB1/ EGFR/HER1); (b) ErbB2 (HER2/neu); (c) ErbB3 (HER3); and (d) ErbB4 (HER4). These receptors are composed of an extracellular binding domain, a transmembrane lipophilic segment, and an intracellular protein TK domain with a regulatory COOH-terminal segment. HER3, however, is different from the other members in that it has a deficient TK domain.

There is a rich cross-talk among the ErbB family that regulates the cellular effects mediated by these receptors. At least six different ligands, known as EGFR-like ligands, bind to the EGFR. These ligands include EGF, transforming growth factor α, amphiregulin, heparin-binding EGF, betacellulin and epiuregulin (2–4). A second class of ligands, collectively termed herengulins, binds directly to HER3 and/or HER4 (5–7). After ligand binding, the ErbB receptors become activated by dimerization between two identical receptors (homodimerization) or between different receptors of the same family [heterodimerization (8, 9)]. In contrast with the other ErbB receptor members, a soluble ligand of HER2 has not yet been identified. However, HER2 is known to be the preferred coreceptor for the EGFR, HER3, and HER4 (2, 10). This preference for heterodimerization within the ErbB receptor family explains how HER2 signals in absence of cognate ligand. After receptor dimerization, activation of the intrinsic protein kinase activity and tyrosine auto-
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phosphorylation occur, recruiting and phosphorylating several intracellular substrates involving the Ras-Raf-MAPK, the PI3k-Akt, and other signaling pathways that regulate multiple biological processes including apoptosis and cellular proliferation (3, 11–16).

The EGFR and HER2 are frequently overexpressed in breast cancer, and their overexpression is associated with a more aggressive clinical behavior (17–19). As a consequence, inhibiting receptor TK function may be a fruitful approach to the therapy of breast cancer. ZD1839 is an oral nonpeptide anilinoquinazolone compound that selectively inhibits the TK activity of the EGFR with an IC50 of 0.02 μM and requires a dose almost 200-fold higher to inhibit HER2 (3.7 μM; Ref. 20). In tumor cell lines in culture, ZD1839 completely abolishes autophosphorylation of the EGFR, resulting in the inhibition of the activation of downstream signaling molecules. ZD1839 inhibits the growth of cell lines that express high levels of the EGFR and induces complete regression of well-established xenografts (20–22). ZD1839 has recently entered clinical trials in cancer patients, and antitumor activity has been demonstrated against several human cancers, such as non-small cell lung cancer and prostate and ovarian carcinomas (23–25).

To characterize the potential role of ZD1839 in the treatment of breast cancer, we have studied its effects in a variety of breast carcinoma cell lines expressing different levels of EGFR and HER2 receptors. Our studies demonstrate that ZD1839, despite being a specific inhibitor of the EGFR TK in vitro kinase assays, is a potent inhibitor of HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells. Searching for potential mechanisms that would explain the high sensitivity of HER2-overexpressing cells to ZD1839, we have observed that ZD1839 promotes the formation of inactive (unphosphorylated) EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimers. ZD1839-treated breast cancer cells are no longer stimulated by the non-EGFR ligand heregulin, suggesting that ZD1839 may exert its antitumor effects by sequestration of HER2 and HER3, a favorite heterodimerization partner of HER2, into inactive EGFR-based heterodimers.

Materials and Methods

**Compounds.** EGFR TK inhibitor ZD1839 (26) was kindly provided by AstraZeneca (Wilmington, DE). Recombinant human EGF and heregulin were obtained from Oncogene Research Products (Cambridge, MA).

**Cell Culture.** The human cell lines BT-474 (27, 28), SK-BR-3 (27, 29), T47-D (27, 30), MDA-MB-468 (27, 31), A431 (29), MDA-MB-435S (30), MDA-MB-231 (29, 30), and MDA-MB-453 were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). Cells were maintained as monolayers in serum-free medium for 24 h; then treated with either EGF or heregulin (100 ng/ml) for 15 min. Media were removed, and cells in culture were washed and lysed as described above. After removal of cell debris by centrifugation, protein concentration was determined by Lowry assay (DC Protein Assay; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Lysate samples containing equal amounts of protein were then added to SDS-PAGE loading buffer with 5% β-mercaptoethanol and heated for 5 min at 100°C.

**Western Blot Analyses.** Western blot assays were performed as reported previously (32), with minor modifications. In brief, tumor cell lines were grown in 6-well dishes until subconfluence. The monolayers were then exposed to ZD1839 for 2, 12, and 24 h; the media were removed; and the cultures were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and lysed in 600 μl of radioimmunoprecipitation assay lysis buffer [20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM phenylmethanesulfonfyl fluoride, 10 μg/ml aprotonin and leupeptin, 250 μg/ml sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM MgCl2, and 25 mM NaF]. To evaluate the effects of ZD1839 under ligand-mediated stimulation, monolayers were incubated in serum-free medium for 24 h, exposed to ZD1839 for 2 h, and then treated with either EGF or heregulin (100 ng/ml) for 15 min. Media were removed, and cells in culture were washed and lysed as described above. After removal of cell debris by centrifugation, protein concentration was determined by Lowry assay (DC Protein Assay; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Lysate samples containing equal amounts of protein were then added to SDS-PAGE loading buffer with 5% β-mercaptoethanol and heated for 5 min at 100°C.

**Electrophoretic transfer to nitrocellulose membranes was followed by immunoblotting with antibodies against phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Thr202/Tyr204), p44/42 MAPK, phospho-Akt (Ser 473), Stat3, phospho-Stat3 (Tyr 705) [all from New England BioLabs Inc., Beverly, MA], anti-Akt1/PKBα, anti-Akt2/PKBβ, anti-phospho-ErbB2/HER-2 (Y1248), anti-EGFR (non-phospho-Y1173), anti-EGFR/HER2 (Y1173), anti-erbB-3/HER-3 (Upstate Biotechnology), mouse MAb CB-11 to HER2 (Biogenex, San Ramon, CA), p38 MAPK (Cell Signaling Technology), and anti-phospho-tyrosine (clone 4G10; Upstate Biotechnology).

**Table 1 Levels of EGFR and HER2 in the cell lines tested**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Line</th>
<th>OD (×10^3)a</th>
<th>%b</th>
<th>OD (×10^3)a</th>
<th>%c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-435S</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T47-D</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1272</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-231</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT-474</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5344</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-453</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2237</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK-BR-3</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2720</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDA-MB-468</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A431</td>
<td>100600</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Optical densitometry values.
b Relative level of expression calculated as percentage of A431.
c Relative level of expression calculated as percentage of BT-474.

Finally, membranes were hybridized with the appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom) and detected via chemiluminescence using the SuperSignal West Dura Extended Duration Substrate (Pierce, Rockford, IL).

In Table 1, X-ray films were quantified using MacBAS software (Fujifilm).

**Coimmunoprecipitation Assays.** BT-474 and MDA-MB-453 cells were plated until subconfluence and then starved in serum-free medium for 24 h. The monolayers were then exposed to ZD1839 for 2 h and treated with either EGF or...
heregulin (100 ng/ml) for 15 min. Media were removed, and cultures were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and lysed in 600 μl of coimmunoprecipitation lysis buffer (20 mm sodium phosphate (pH 7.4), 150 mm NaCl, 1% NP40, 10% glycerol, 1 mm EDTA, 5 mm phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10 μg/ml aprotilin and leupeptin, 250 μg/ml sodium orthovanadate, and 40 μg/ml NaF). After removal of cell debris by centrifugation, protein concentration was determined by Lowry assay (DC Protein Assay; Bio-Rad). Lysate samples containing equal amounts of protein were incubated with the anti-EGFR MAb C225 (Ref. 5; kindly provided by Imclone Systems), anti-HER2 c-neu (Ab-2) (Oncogene Research Products), or anti-erb-3/HER3 (Upstate Biotechnology) overnight at 4°C with slow agitation. The next day, 50 μl of protein A-Sepharose and 50 μl of protein G-Sepharose were added for 2 h at 4°C, and then the immunocomplexes were pelleted by centrifugation, washed twice with coimmunoprecipitation lysis buffer, and resuspended in 150–200 μl of Laemmli sample buffer. The samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE (7% acrylamide) and electrophoretically transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Western blotting was performed as described above.

Apoptosis. Apoptosis was measured by fluorescence-activated cell-sorting analysis following a standardized protocol reported previously (33). Briefly, 4.1 × 10^6 BT-474 cells were plated in 10-cm culture plates. Cells were starved in serum-free medium for 24 h, and then the treatment with ZD1839 was started. After incubation at 37°C in 5% CO₂ for 72 h, cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and then collected with 10 mm PBS-EDTA and centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 rpm. Media were removed, and cells were fixed overnight at 4°C by adding ice-cold 70% ethanol while gently vortexing. Cells were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min at 10°C, and ethanol was aspirated. Actin was stained by resuspending the pellet in 40 μl of FITC-phalloidin (10 μg/ml) in PBS (Sigma) for 1 h in the dark at room temperature and washed once with PBS. DNA was stained with cell cycle buffer [0.1% sodium citrate, 0.3% NP40, 50 μg/ml propidium iodide (Sigma), and 20 μg/ml RNAsa (Sigma)] for 30 min at room temperature in the dark.

Results

Effects of ZD1839 on Proliferation and Apoptosis in Breast Cancer Cells. We studied the effects of various concentrations of the EGFR TK inhibitor ZD1839 on the proliferation of a panel of breast cancer cell lines with different levels of expression of EGFR and HER2 (MDA-MB-453, T47-D, MDA-MB-231, BT-474, MDA-MB-453, SK-BR-3, MDA-MB-468; Table 1). The vulvar carcinoma cell line A431, which expresses about 2 × 10^6 receptors/cell, was used in these experiments as a positive control for EGFR expression.

ZD1839 inhibited the growth of tested cell lines at different dose levels (Fig. 1A). As expected, ZD1839 markedly inhibited the proliferation of cell lines with high levels of EGFR expression (A431 and MDA-MB-468). Interestingly, ZD1839 was equally potent at inhibiting the growth of BT-474 and SK-BR-3 cells, which had high levels of HER2 and low EGFR levels. In the case of BT-474 cells, the growth-inhibitory effects of ZD1839 were similar to the observed with A431 cells. On the other hand, minimal growth-inhibitory effects were observed in the cell line MDA-MB 453, which expresses high levels of HER2 but has very minimal or absent EGFR levels. Taken together, these results suggest that the presence of EGFR is required for ZD1839 to inhibit the growth of HER2-overexpressing cells.

A correlation between concentrations of ZD1839 that inhibited cell proliferation (Fig. 1A) and receptor activation (phosphorylation; Fig. 1B) was observed in three representative tumor cell lines with different expression levels of EGFR and HER2 (BT-474, A431, and MDA-MB-453). The expression levels of EGFR and HER2 were not affected by ZD1839 at different time points (2, 12, and 24 h; Fig. 1, B and C).

In BT-474 cells, the marked inhibition of growth induced by ZD1839 was associated with an induction of apoptosis. Treatment with ZD1839 for 72 h resulted in a 16.7% apoptotic fraction (Fig. 2). Because inhibition of Akt (see below) may not be sufficient for the induction of apoptosis by ErbB inhibitors, we decided to study the effects of ZD1839 on p38 MAPK levels. p38 MAPK is a stress-activated member of the MAPK family that has been linked to the induction of apoptosis in cells treated with ErbB TK inhibitors (33, 34). In BT-474 cells, EGFR administration (100 ng/ml for 15 min) resulted in a decrease in the total levels of p38 MAPK. Pretreatment with ZD1839 (1 μM for 2 h) resulted in higher levels of p38 MAPK than those seen under basal and EGF-stimulated conditions (Fig. 3).

Effects of ZD1839 on Receptor Phosphorylation and Receptor-dependent Signaling Pathways in Intact Cells. Growth inhibition by ZD1839 in BT-474 and SK-BR-3 HER2-overexpressing cells occurred at ZD1839 concentrations that do not suppress HER2 TK activity in vitro (35, 36). This finding suggested that ZD1839 interferes with HER2 function in intact cells by an additional mechanism. To explore the in vitro effects of ZD1839, we first analyzed the effects of ZD1839 on HER2 and EGFR phosphorylation in BT-474 cells in the presence or absence of exogenously added ligand (EGF or heregulin). EGF binds to the EGFR and promotes the formation of EGFR/EGFR homodimers and EGFR/HER2 heterodimers and, less frequently, EGFR/HER3 and EGFR/HER4 heterodimers (2–4). Heregulin binds to HER3 and HER4, but not to the EGFR, and induces the formation of HER3/HER3 or HER4/HER4 homodimers and HER2/HER3 or HER2/HER4 heterodimers (2, 6, 37).

ZD1839 inhibited the phosphorylation of the EGFR and HER2 as measured in Western blot assays (Fig. 1B). The addition of EGF induced EGFR phosphorylation and, to a minor degree, phosphorylation of HER2, indicating transactivation of HER2 by the EGFR (Fig. 4A). As expected, ZD1839 markedly inhibited EGF-induced EGFR phosphorylation. ZD1839 also inhibited EGF-induced HER2 phosphorylation by 36%, a further suggestion that HER2 is transactivated by the EGFR (Fig. 4A). There was no visible change in the phosphorylation levels of EGFR and HER2 under heregulin-stimulated conditions with or without ZD1839, possibly as a consequence of the basally high level of constitutive HER2 phosphorylation on these cells (Fig. 4B).

To study the effects downstream of the receptor of ZD1839 in BT-474 cells, we analyzed the signaling pathway molecules p42/44 MAPK (3), Akt (13–15), and Stat3 (38, 39), which are activated by ErbB receptors and play an important role in
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receptor-mediated proliferation and apoptosis. EGF induced phosphorylation of MAPK, Akt, and Stat3, and this phosphorylation was completely prevented in the presence of ZD1839 (Fig. 4A). This inhibition of downstream signaling occurred at the same ZD1839 concentration that inhibited EGF-induced phosphorylation of EGFR and HER2. Heregulin treatment resulted in a marked phosphorylation of MAPK and a slight increase in Akt phosphorylation, but it did not result in Stat3 phosphorylation (Fig. 4B). The lack of Stat3 phosphorylation by heregulin is probably an indication that these two ligands may have differential activation of signaling pathways (40). ZD1839 prevented heregulin-induced activation of MAPK, but it had minimal effect on activation of Akt (Fig. 4B). No change was detected in the total levels of MAPK, Akt, or Stat3 under the same experimental conditions with ZD1839 (data not shown).

To provide additional evidence for the mechanism of inhibition by ZD1839 on EGFR-driven HER2 transactivation, we analyzed the effects of ZD1839 on the MDA-MB-453 cell line, which expresses HER2, HER3, and HER4 but not EGFR. As expected, ZD1839 did not affect cell proliferation unless given at very high dose levels (Fig. 1A) and it did not affect HER2 phosphorylation (Fig. 4C and D). Also, in this tumor cell line, ZD1839 did not affect Akt and MAPK activation in response to both ligands. These findings strongly suggest that EGFR expression is required for inhibition by ZD1839 in receptor downstream signaling and antiproliferative effects.

ZD1839 Induces the Formation of EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 Unphosphorylated Heterodimers. Because ZD1839 prevented signaling by both EGF and heregulin, we decided to analyze whether ZD1839 was interfering with the heterodimerization process. BT-474 cell lysates treated with different concentrations of ZD1839 (1 and 10 μM) under basal and EGF- and heregulin-stimulated conditions were immunoprecipitated with anti-EGFR, anti-HER2, anti-HER3, and anti-HER4 antibodies and analyzed by Western blot. HER4 receptors were not detected in BT-474 cells by immunoprecipitation.

Under basal conditions, and in the presence of EGF and heregulin, ZD1839 induced, in a dose-dependent fashion, the formation of EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimers, as demonstrated by the enhanced coimmunoprecipitation of HER2...
and HER3 with the EGFR (Fig. 5A, IV and V, and Fig. 5C, IV). The EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimer complexes induced by ZD1839, unlike ligand-induced heterodimer formation, had low or absent phosphorylation, as seen in Fig. 5A, III (blotting with anti-phospho-HER2) and VI, where the bottom band corresponds to the EGFR, and the top band corresponds to HER2 and HER3. This finding indicates that ZD1839 promotes the formation of unphosphorylated inactive EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 dimers. Concomitantly, ZD1839 treatment resulted in a decrease in HER2/HER3 heterodimer formation (Fig. 5B, II, and Fig. 5C, II).

As expected, EGF treatment resulted in the phosphorylation of EGFR-based dimers, as demonstrated by the disappearance of unphosphorylated EGFR (Fig. 5A, I) and the marked increase in phosphorylated EGFR (Fig. 5A, II) and other receptors that coimmunoprecipitate with EGFR (Fig. 5A, VI). All of these effects were prevented in a dose-dependent fashion by pretreatment with ZD1839.

In BT-474 cells, which express both EGFR and HER2 (Table 1), heregulin induced the formation of HER2/HER3 heterodimers, which were highly phosphorylated (Fig. 5B, I and II, and Fig. 5C, I). ZD1839 treatment completely abolished the formation of heregulin-induced active phosphorylated heterodimers, as demonstrated by the decrease in the phosphotyrosine levels in HER2 (Fig. 5B, I) and HER3 (Fig. 5C, I) coimmunoprecipitates. On the contrary, in MDA-MB-453 cells, which express high levels of HER2 and undetectable levels of EGFR (Table 1), ZD1839 did not prevent the formation of HER2/HER3 heterodimers (Fig. 5D).

Taken together, the induction of inactive EGFR/EGFR (41), EGFR/HER2, and EGFR/HER3 dimers by ZD1839 provides a unifying explanation for the inhibitory effects of ZD1839 on both EGF- and heregulin-induced receptor activation and receptor downstream signaling. Under EGF stimulation, ZD1839 directly prevents receptor activation and promotes inactive EGFR-based homodimers or heterodimers (Fig. 6A). Under heregulin stimulation, 2D1839 prevents HER2 activation by sequestering HER2 and HER3 in inactive EGFR-based heterodimers, and as a consequence, preventing the formation of active HER2/HER3 heterodimers (Fig. 6B).

Discussion

We have demonstrated that ZD1839, a specific EGFR TK inhibitor, has a marked antiproliferative effect on breast cancer cells that express high levels of HER2. In addition, ZD1839 inhibits HER2 phosphorylation, EGF-mediated receptor activation, and the downstream signaling pathways MAPK and PI3k-Akt. Our results are in concordance with recent findings by other groups (42–44). However, the unexpected finding that ZD1839 prevented HER2 activation and signaling by heregulin, a ligand that binds to HER3 and HER4 but not to the EGFR, led us to further explore the effects of ZD1839 on receptor heterodimerization.

There are several potential explanations for the prevention...
of HER2 activation by a specific EGFR inhibitor. In PC12 rat cells that express neu, the rat equivalent of HER2, it has been shown that EGF can induce the formation of primary EGFR/Neu heterodimers and, as a consequence, activate the formation of secondary Neu/HER3 heterodimers (45). The prevention of active EGFR/HER2 heterodimers by EGFR TK inhibitors could therefore result in lack of formation of secondary HER2/HER3 signaling heterodimers. In support of this hypothesis, it has been reported previously that the less specific anti-EGFR TK inhibitors AG1478 and AG1517 can induce the formation of inactive EGFR homodimers as well as inactive EGFR/HER2 heterodimers (46). ZD1839 also induces the formation of inactive EGFR homodimers (41), and it has been demonstrated that ZD1839 disrupts HER2/HER3 signaling (43). Although the inhibition of HER2/HER3 signaling by ZD1839 could be explained by prevention of the formation of active EGFR/HER2 heterodimers, in our studies we have observed that ZD1839 treatment results in the formation not only of inactive EGFR/HER2 heterodimers but also of inactive EGFR/HER3 heterodimers. Our findings suggest that both HER2 and HER3 are directly sequestered by EGFR into EGFR-based inactive heterodimers. This double sequestration may explain the very efficient prevention by ZD1839 of basal and heregulin-induced HER2/HER3 heterodimerization in HER2-overexpressing BT-474 cells. This proposed mechanism would imply that only those HER2-expressing cells that have significant levels of EGFR would be inhibited by ZD1839. In support of this hypothesis, in MDA-MB-453 cells, which express HER2 and HER3 but not EGFR, ZD1839 did not inhibit growth and did not interfere with HER2/HER3 heterodimerization. Hence, ZD1839 has a double and complementary mechanism of action against ErbB receptors: a direct inhibition of EGFR TK on one hand; and sequestration of HER2 and HER3 into inactive EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimers on the other hand.

The finding that ZD1839, a specific in vitro EGFR TK inhibitor, inhibits other ErbB receptors in intact cells may also have clinical implications. It establishes a rationale to study ZD1839 in the clinic against several tumor types with a receptor expression profile not limited to presence of the EGFR. Our studies also suggest that the presence of inactive (unphosphorylated) EGFR heterodimers may be a pharmacodynamic marker of ZD1839 activity that could potentially be used to predict sensitivity to ZD1839 or other TK inhibitors.

Our findings also provide a rationale to explore the use of ZD1839 in combination with other anti-HER2 agents that may exert their activity by different and nonoverlapping mechanisms. In support of this approach, several groups, including ours (43, 44, 47), have shown a marked enhancement of the...
antitumor effects of the anti-HER2 MAb trastuzumab (Herceptin) when given in combination with ZD1839, and clinical trials with this combination are currently under way in patients with advanced HER2-overexpressing breast cancer. In addition to ZD1839, there are a number of EGFR TK inhibitors that are currently under clinical development. Some of these agents, including GW2016 (48, 49) and CI-1033 (50), are potent in vitro inhibitors not only of the EGFR but also of HER2 and HER4 (CI-1033). A relevant question will be whether these in vitro pan-ErbB inhibitors will be of greater efficacy than receptor-specific EGFR TK inhibitors, or whether they will instead have similar in vivo efficacy.

Signal transduction by the ErbB family of receptors is mediated by two major pathways: the Ras-Raf-MAPK and PI3k-Akt pathways that regulate cell proliferation and survival, among other important cellular functions. In the present study, we have observed that ZD1839 inhibits EGF-mediated activation of MAPK and Akt and heregulin-mediated MAPK activation. However, ZD1839 does not prevent heregulin-mediated Akt activation. Akt activation in response to heregulin is thought to be mostly mediated by HER3 because this receptor has multiple binding sites for the p85 regulatory subunit of PI3k (40, 51). Because ZD1839, even at high doses, failed to completely abolish phospho-tyrosine in HER3 immunoprecipitates (Fig. 5C), it is possible that ZD1839 does not prevent heregulin-dependent phosphorylation of HER3 at the p85 binding sites, which, in turn, would result in Akt activation.

In addition to Ras-Raf-MAPK and PI3k-Akt, other pathways may be important in regulating apoptosis, such as the one constituted by p38 MAPK, a stress-activated member of the MAPK family (52, 53). In studies performed with the pan-ErbB receptor inhibitor CI-1033, apoptosis was seen only in cells with basally activated p38 MAPK (33). In cells with low levels of p38 MAPK expression, treatment with ErbB inhibitors did not
result in apoptosis. However, prior or concomitant administration of gemcitabine, a nucleoside analogue that induces p38 MAPK levels, resulted in a marked apoptotic effect by the receptor TK inhibitor (33). In our studies with BT-474 cells that basally express p38 MAPK, ZD1839 resulted in an increase of p38 MAPK and in an apoptotic effect. One possible implication of this finding is that it may be of interest to study in patients whether there is a correlation between levels of p38 MAPK expression in the tumor and response to ZD1839 or other anti-ErbB receptor kinase inhibitors.

We also demonstrate for the first time that an EGFR TK inhibitor prevents activation of the Stat3 transcription factor. Activated Stat3 is a required participant in v-src oncogenesis in cells, and in a wide array of human cancers, Stat3 is persistently activated (54). Based on our findings, we are also studying basal and on-therapy Stat3 activation levels in tumor samples of patients treated with ZD1839.

We have shown in early clinical studies that ZD1839 can be given safely to patients at doses that fully prevent receptor activation (32, 55). In these initial studies, ZD1839 has been shown to have clinical activity in non-small cell lung cancer, a tumor that frequently expresses high levels of the EGFR (23, 25, 56). Our findings suggest that in addition to targeting EGFR-dependent tumors, there is a strong rationale to study the clinical efficacy of ZD1839 in HER2-positive breast tumors, and clinical trials of ZD1839 in patients with breast cancer are currently under way.

Fig. 6  Hypothetical model showing the effect of ZD1839 in EGF and heregulin receptor signaling. A, EGF treatment results in phosphorylated EGFR-based dimers, which is prevented by pretreatment with ZD1839. B, ZD1839 treatment completely abolishes the formation of heregulin-induced phosphorylated HER2/HER3 heterodimers by promoting the sequestration of HER2 and HER3 into inactive (unphosphorylated) EGFR/HER2 and EGFR/HER3 heterodimers. E, EGF; H, heregulin.
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